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Abstract
Jizba-Arimitsu entropy (also called hybrid entropy) combines axiomatics of Re´nyi and Tsallis entropy. It has many common
properties with them, on the other hand, some aspects as e.g., MaxEnt distributions, are completely different from the former two
entropies. In this paper, we demonstrate the statistical properties of hybrid entropy, including the definition of hybrid entropy
for continuous distributions, its relation to discrete entropy and calculation of hybrid entropy for some well-known distributions.
Additionally, definition of hybrid divergence and its connection to Fisher metric is also discussed. Interestingly, the main properties
of continuous hybrid entropy and hybrid divergence are completely different from measures based on Re´nyi and Tsallis entropy.
This motivates us to introduce average hybrid entropy, which can be understood as an average between Tsallis and Re´nyi entropy
Keywords: Jizba-Arimitsu hybrid entropy; non-extensive thermodynamics; MaxEnt; continuous entropy; information divergence
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1. Introduction
Generalized entropies have played an important role in description of thermodynamic, statistical and informational
systems in past few decades. The main reason for using these entropies is to describe systems that cannot be success-
fully described by the conventional Shannon-Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy. In information theory appeared Shannon
entropy firstly in 1948 [1] in connection with communication theory. Shortly afterwards, there began to appear var-
ious generalizations of Shannon entropy. To the most important belong Re´nyi entropy [2], Tsallis(-Havrda-Charva´t)
entropy (derived independently by Tsallis [3] from thermodynamical point of view and by Havrda and Charva´t [4]
from informational point of view), Sharma-Mittal entropy [5], Frank-Daffertshofer entropy [6] or Kapur measure [7].
Recently, there have been made several successful attempts in order to categorize the various entropy classes and
their properties. Hanel and Thurner [8, 9] classified the entropies according to their asymptotic scaling, Tempesta
[10] studied the generalized entropies according to group properties, Biro´ and Barnaf [11] derived a new class of
entropies from its interaction with heat reservoir. Ilic´ and Stankovic´ [12] classified the pseudo-additive entropies by
generalization of Khinchin axioms.
Among these entropies, the most prominent two classes are Re´nyi entropy, also known from theory of multifractal
systems [13], and Tsallis entropy, describing the thermodynamics of non-extensive systems (e.g., systems in contact
with finite heat bath [14]). Jizba and Arimitsu [15] suggested a new one-parametric class of entropies called Jizba-
Arimitsu hybrid entropy, which shares some properties of Re´nyi and Tsallis entropy. Particularly, hybrid entropy is
non-extensive and the conditional entropy is similarly to Re´nyi defined in terms of generalized Kolmogorov-Nagumo
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mean [16, 17]. Recently, hybrid entropy was discussed by several authors. Ilic´ and Stankovic´ correctly pointed out
that there is a mistake in the original derivation and corrected the axiomatic [18]. Jizba and Korbel [19] calculated the
error in the original definition and concluded that for thermodynamical systems with weak interactions is still possible
to use hybrid entropy in its original form. Moreover, thermodynamic properties of hybrid entropy were extensively
discussed in [20].
The main aim of the paper is to present the statistical properties of hybrid entropy. These properties are often
remarkably different from analogous results in the case of Re´nyi and Tsallis entropy, which points to the fact that
hybrid entropy can describe conceptually different systems than the former two entropies. We start with the relation
to other generalized entropies. Subsequently, we define the continuous (also called differential) hybrid entropy and
present its relation to the discrete hybrid entropy. Finally, we introduce hybrid divergence and study their statistical
and informational properties, which motivates us into definition of average hybrid entropy. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: the next section is dedicated to revision of basic properties of hybrid entropy, relation to the
maximality axiom, the concavity issue and the relation to the Re´nyi and Tsallis entropies. Section 3 defines the contin-
uous hybrid entropy and shows its properties on popular distributions, such as triangular, Beta, exponential, Gamma,
normal, Cauchy and Student-t distribution. In Section 4 is introduced hybrid divergence and and its informational
properties are studies, especially its connection to Fisher metric. Section 5 defines average hybrid entropy and briefly
discusses its properties. The last section is devoted to conclusions. Appendix presents the hybrid entropy for special
class of bimodal ε-skew exponential power distributions, which are important in the theory of statistical inference.
2. Basic properties of hybrid entropy
Hybrid entropy is defined as a synthesis between Tsallis and Re´nyi entropy and it combines both q-non-extensivity
and generalized Kolmogorov-Nagumo q-averaging, which is important for multifractal systems, especially. The re-
sulting hybrid entropy Dq(P) is defined by four axioms [15]. The continuity axiom requires the continuity in every
argument, the maximality axiom requests that the entropy is maximal for uniform distribution and expansibility axiom
ensures that an event with zero probability does not affect the value of entropy. The most important additivity axiom
defines the joint entropy and conditional entropy as
Dq(A ∪ B) = Dq(A) +Dq(B|A) + (1 − q)Dq(A)Dq(B|A) (1)
resp.
Dq(B|A) = f −1q

∑
k
ρk(q) fq(Dq(B|A = Ak))
 (2)
where fq is a positive, invertible function on R+. Its exact form is discussed in Section 2.1. Distribution ρk(q) =
pqk/
∑
j p
q
j is the escort distribution belonging to experiment A. Escort distribution, or “zooming distribution”, was
originally discovered in connection with chaotic dynamic systems [21, 22] and is also widely used in theory of
multifractals [23].
It has been shown in Ref. [18] that the additivity rule holds exactly only for independent events. In [19] has been
discussed the error for events which are not independent. This error is relatively small for weakly interacting systems.
The form of the resulting hybrid entropy has been introduced in Ref. [15] in the form:
Dq(P) = 11 − q
(
e−(1−q)
∑
k ρk(q) ln pk − 1
)
. (3)
2.1. q-Deformed Calculus and Generalized Means
In order to understand the properties of hybrid entropy, let us introduce two mathematical terms which are im-
portant in theory of generalized entropies. First, let us briefly revise so-called q-deformed calculus. This calculus is
connected with non-extensive entropies, especially Tsallis entropy. The aim is to define the non-linear generalizations
of ordinary operations and functions. For example, q-deformed addition (also known as Jackson sum [24]) is defined
as
x ⊕q y = x + y + (1 − q)xy . (4)
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We can recognize that the additivity rule for hybrid entropy is nothing else than q-deformed sum. Additionally, we
can define the q-deformed versions of logarithm and exponential functions [25]:
expq(x ⊕q y) = expq(x) expq(y) ⇒ expq(x) = [1 + (1 − q)x]1/(1−q) (5)
lnq(xy) = lnq(x) ⊕q lnq(y) ⇒ lnq(x) = x
1−q − 1
1 − q (6)
For appropriate values, it holds that
expq(lnq(x)) = lnq(expq(x)) = x. (7)
Second, let us define two classes of generalized means. The first class is known as Kolmogorov-Nagumo means [16,
17] and is defined as
E[X] f = f −1

∑
k
pk f (xk)
 (8)
Additionally, escort means [26] are based on escort distributions and are defined as
E[X]q =

∑
k
ρk(q)xk
 (9)
Of course, it is possible to combine both classes to obtain a generalized escort Kolmogorov-Nagumo mean, which
reads
E[X]qf = f −1

∑
k
ρk(q) f (xk)
 . (10)
These means often appear in connection with generalized entropies and one can recognize that generalized entropy
is nothing else than a generalized mean of its elementary information (compare with Eq. (2), as shown in the next
section.
2.2. Relation to Re´nyi and Tsallis entropy
Definition of hybrid entropy was motivated as an overlap between Re´nyi [2] and Tsallis [27] axiomatic and there-
fore it shares many properties with both of them. Let us first remind definitions of Re´nyi entropy and Tsallis entropy:
Rq(P) = 11 − q ln
∑
k
pqk (11)
Sq(P) = 11 − q

∑
k
pqk − 1
 (12)
where both are generalizations of Shannon entropy
H(P) = −
∑
k
pk ln pk . (13)
All entropies become Shannon entropy for q → 1. It is easy to see that these two entropies are functions of each other,
for instance
Rq(P) = 11 − q ln[(1 − q)Sq(P) + 1] . (14)
This is not the case of hybrid entropy, because besides ∑k pqk , there also appears the term ∑k pqk ln pk. Connection of
hybrid entropy to Re´nyi entropy is given by the exponent E[ln P]q which is equal to
E[ln P]q =
∑
k
ρk(q) ln pk =
d
(
ln
∑
k p
q
k
)
dq = (1 − q)
dRq(P)
dq − Rq(P) . (15)
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This term is widely known in the theory of multifractals and scaling, because it is closely related to multifractal
spectrum and other scaling exponents [28]. We can recognize that hybrid entropy is expressible in terms of Re´nyi
entropy and its derivative.
Let us focus on the contribution of elementary information to see the connection of hybrid entropy to q-additivity
and Tsallis entropy. It can be derived that both entropies follow the q-additivity rule. Let us consider m i.i.d. variables
{Ai}mi=1 with the uniform distribution pk = 1n . Plugging into additivity axiom, we obtain that
Dq
(
1
nm
)
=
m∑
k=1
(
m
k
)
(1 − q)k−1Dkq
(
1
n
)
=
1
1 − q
[(
1 + (1 − q)Dq
(
1
n
))m
− 1
]
. (16)
Solution of this relation can be expressed as a q-deformed logarithm, i.e., lnq(n). Thus, similarly to Tsallis entropy,
the elementary information contribution, also called Hartley information, of an event with probability pk is equal to
Iq(pk) = lnq
(
1
pk
)
. (17)
On the contrary, Hartley information of Re´nyi entropy is (similarly to Shannon entropy) equal to
I1(pk) = ln
(
1
pk
)
, (18)
which is a consequence of additivity rule. It is clear that the elementary information can be determined from the
additivity rule for independent events. Consequently, all introduced entropies can be represented as a generalized
mean of the Hartley information [29]. In the case of Tsallis entropy is the representation given by a simple mean of a
non-extensive Hartley informations, i.e. as
Sq(P) = E[Iq(P)] (19)
while Re´nyi entropy can be represented as a Kolmogorov-Nagumo mean of extensive Hartley information [30]. Al-
ternatively, it can be viewed as an escort Kolmogorov-Nagumo mean with the exponential Kolmogorov-Nagumo
function. This representation has been described in [30] as
Rq(P) = E[I1(P)]lnq exp x = E[I1(P)]qexp[(q−1)x] (20)
Finally, the hybrid entropy is expressible as a generalized Kolmogorov-Nagumo escort mean of its elementary infor-
mation Iq(pk)
Dq(P) = E[Iq(P)]qln expq x (21)
Note that Kolmogorov-Nagumo function of hybrid entropy is the inverse function Re´nyi Kolmogorov-Nagumo func-
tion.
2.3. Maximality axiom, concavity and Schur-concavity
When deriving the entropies from Khinchin axioms, it is necessary to note that validity of maximality axiom (i.e.,
entropy is maximal for the uniform distribution) is not completely determined and therefore it is necessary to check
its validity manually. This is generally quite complicated task. However, it is possible to investigate several properties
which are sufficient to prove the validity. The most popular criterion is possibly concavity of entropy, because many
entropy functionals, including Shannon and Tsallis, are concave functions. Moreover, if they belong to the trace
class [9] defined as s(P) = ∑i g(pi), concavity of entropy is equivalent to concavity of one-dimensional function g(x).
It can be shown that hybrid entropy is concave only in the interval q ∈ [ 12 , 1] (see Ref. [20]).
On the other hand, concavity is only sufficient property. It is possible to find weaker versions of concavity
which also ensure the validity of maximality axiom. One of these concepts is so-called Schur-concavity, exten-
sively discussed e.g., in Ref. [31], which is based on the theory of majorization. A discrete probability distribution
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P = (p1, . . . , pn) is majorized by Q = (q1, . . . , qn) if for their ordered probabilities p(1) ≥ p(2) ≥ · · · ≥ p(n), resp.
q(1) ≥ q(2) ≥ · · · ≥ q(n) the following inequalities hold
j∑
k=1
p(k) ≤
j∑
k=1
q(k) . (22)
We denote it as P ≺ Q. A function F is Schur-concave if for every P ≺ Q is F(P) ≥ F(Q) (Analogously, G is
Schur-convex if for every P ≺ Q is G(P) ≤ G(Q)). It is easy to show that the uniform distribution is majorized by any
other distribution (
1
n
, . . . ,
1
n
)
≺ (p1, . . . , pn) ∀P = (p1, . . . , pn) s.t.
∑
i
pi = 1, (23)
so it is clear that Schur-concavity of every entropy functional is sufficient property for validity of maximality axiom. It
is weaker than concavity, which means that every symmetric concave function is Schur-concave. In [32], it was shown
(as a special case of Schur-concavity of so-called Gini means) that hybrid entropy is Schur-concave for q ≥ 12 , while
for q ∈ [0, 12 ) is neither Schur-convex nor Schur-concave, and it can be shown that it does not obey the maximality
axiom.
2.4. MaxEnt distribution
MaxEnt distribution, originally proposed by Jaynes [33], represents the distribution containing minimal amount
of information under certain constraints. We always require the normalization of the probability distribution. Addi-
tionally, there are many other possible constraints. The most common is to prescribe an average energy E, which is
usually considered as an escort mean
E = E[E]r =
∑
k
ρk(r)Ek . (24)
Two most common choices are linear averaging, i.e., r = 1 (∑k pkEk) and q-averaging, i.e., r = q. The reason is that
only these two cases provide a unique real MaxEnt distribution [34]. Thus, maximization under constraints is equal
to maximization of Lagrange function which reads:
L(P) = Dq(P) − α

∑
k
pk
 − β

∑
k
ρk(r)Ek
 . (25)
The MaxEnt distribution can be found by solving equations ∂L(P)
∂pi
= 0, which is equal to
∂L(P)
∂pi
= e(q−1)E[lnP]
q {q (E[ln P]q − ln pi) − 1}
pq−1i∑
k p
q
k
−
αpi − βr(Er − 〈E〉r)
pri∑
k prk
= 0 . (26)
Multiplying by pi and summing over i, we obtain that
α = −e(q−1)E[ln P]q . (27)
Plugging back into Eq. (26), we obtain the equation for pi:
α
{q (E[ln P]q − ln pi) − 1} p
q−1
i∑
k p
q
k
+ 1
 + rβ(Er − 〈E〉r) p
r
i∑
k prk
= 0 . (28)
The equation is intractable, except for the two aforementioned cases, i.e., r = 1 and r = q. For these two cases, it is
possible to express the solution in terms of Lambert W-function
pi =

[
1
zq
W
(
zqe
q−1
q (1− q ln(−α)q−1 − qβα ∆qEi
)]1/(1−q)
for r=q,[
α
zq(α+β∆1Ei) W
(
zq
α
exp
( q
q−1
) {
1 + β
α
∆1Ei
})]1/(1−q)
for r=1
(29)
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where zq =
(q−1)∑k pqk
q and ∆rEi = Ei − 〈E〉r. Lambert W-function is a solution of equation
x = W(x)eW(x) . (30)
More details about Lambert function can be found e.g., in Ref. [35]. Particularly interestings are three cases: a)
systems described by multifractal scaling exponents, b) “high-temperature limit” (β ≪ 1), c)“low-temperature limit”
(β ≫ 1). These three cases provide the interesting examples of complex dynamics of systems driven by the hybrid
entropy and are extensively discussed in Ref. [20].
3. Continuous hybrid entropy
In this section, we focus on definition of hybrid entropy for continuous distributions and present some connections
to discrete hybrid entropy. Finally, we calculate hybrid entropy for some popular distributions and compare it with
other entropies, mainly Tsallis entropy. Similarly to other cases [36], continuous hybrid entropy can be defined as
Dq[p(x)] = 11 − q
[
exp
(
−
∫
S
pq(x)log[p(x)]dx∫
S
pq(x)dx
)1−q
− 1
]
(31)
where S denotes support of probability distribution p(x). First of all, it is necessary to point out that some properties
of discrete entropies do not hold for continuous entropies. For example, the positivity of entropy functionals is not
guaranteed for continuous distributions. This is also the case of continuous hybrid entropy.
Second, when establishing connection between the discrete entropy and its continuous analogue, the most common
way is to think about the continuous entropy as a limit of discrete entropy for n → ∞. Nevertheless, this limit is not
convergent and it is necessary to make a renormalization. Let us consider a finite support S = [0, 1]. Then, it is
possible to define a discrete approximation of p(x) as
p(n)k =
∫ k/n
(k−1)/n
p(x) dx (32)
for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, which is nothing than a histogram. Naturally, p(n) approximates p(x)dx for large values of n. Thus,
when n ≫ 1 we can approximate p(x) for x ∈ [(k − 1)/n, k/n] as np(n)k . Consequently, the continuous hybrid entropy
can be approximated as (here we omit the dependence of p(n)k on n)
Dq[p(x)] = lnq exp
−
∑n
k=1
∫ k/n
(k−1)/n p
q(x) ln[p(x)] dx
∑n
k=1
∫ k/n
(k−1)/n p
q(x) dx

≈ lnq exp
−
∑n
k=1
∫ k/n
(k−1)/n (npk)q ln
[
npk
] dx
∑n
k=1
∫ k/n
(k−1)/n (npk)q dx

= lnq exp
−n
q−1 ∑n
k=1 p
q
k ln pk + n
q−1 ln n
∑n
k=1 p
q
k
nq−1
∑n
k=1 p
q
k
 =
= lnq exp
−
∑n
k=1 p
q
k ln pk∑n
k=1 p
q
k
 ⊕q lnq 1
n
. (33)
Therefore, in order to process the limit n → ∞, we have to renormalizeDq(p(n)) in order to keep the whole expression
finite. Consequently, it is possible to express the relation between discrete and continuous hybrid entropy as
Dq[p(x)] = lim
n→∞
(
Dq(p(n)) ⊕q lnq 1
n
)
(34)
if the limit exists. The situation is analogous if S is any other interval. It is necessary to mention that the renormaliza-
tion in Eq. (34) is different from renormalization of Re´nyi and Tsallis entropy. These can be found e.g., in [36].
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Distribution Sq(p) Dq(p)
Finite support: S = [0, 1]
Triangular:
4x for x ≤ 12
4(1 − x) for x ≥ 12
2q
1+q−1
1−q
(
2e
1
q+1
)1−q
−1
1−q
Beta:
xα−1(1−x)β−1
B(α,β)
Γ(q(α−1)+1)Γ(q(β−1)+1)
(
1
B(α,β)
)q
Γ(q(α+β−2)+2) −1
1−q
(B(α,β) exp[(α+β−2)Hq(α+β−2)+1+(1−α)Hq(α−1)+(1−β)Hq(β−1)])1−q−1
1−q
Half-plane: S = [0,∞)
Exponential:
σ e−σx
σq−1
q −1
1−q
(
e1/q
σ
)1−q
−1
1−q
Gamma:
e−x/β xα−1β−α
Γ(α)
( q
β
)αq+q−1
βα(−q)Γ(α)−qΓ(1−(α+1)q)−1
1−q
( qβ
)1−α
exp
α+(α−1)ψ(1−(α+1)q)− 1q+1
(
β−α
Γ(α)
)Γ(α)q−1 

1−q
−1
1−q
Whole plane: S = (−∞,∞)
Gaussian:
1√
2piσ2
exp(− (x−µ)22σ2 )
(
√
2piσ2)1−q√q −1
1−q
(√
2piσ2 exp
(
1
2q
))1−q−1
1−q
Cauchy:
1
pi(1+x2)
pi
1
2 −qΓ(q− 12 )
Γ(q) −1
1−q
exp

2q−1piq−
1
2 Γ
( q+1
2
)2H q
2
−H q−1
2
+2 log(pi)

qΓ(q− 12 )

1−q
−1
1−q
Student:
Γ((ν+1)/2)√
νpiΓ(ν/2)σ
[
1 + (x−µ)
2
νσ2
] −ν−1
2 ( Γ((ν+1)/2)√
νpiΓ(ν/2) )qσ1−q
√
νpi
Γ( vq+q−12 )
Γ( vq+q2 )
(
Γ((ν+1)/2)√
νpiΓ(ν/2)σ
)1−q
exp
 σ2 (ν+1)pi1/2
[
ψ( νq+q−12 )−ψ( νq+q2 )
]
1−q
−1
1−q
Table 1. Comparison of continuous Tsallis entropy and hybrid entropy for several distributions. These include distributions with finite support
(triangular, Beta), on the positive half-plane (exponential, Gamma) and on the whole real axis (Gaussian, Cauchy, Student). The resulting entropies
are given in terms of elementary functions and certain special functions, including gamma function Γ(z), beta function B(α, β) digamma function
ψ(z) and harmonic numbers Hn. Definitions and properties of these functions can be found, e.g. in Refs. [37, 38].
In the rest of this section, we compare continuous entropies for several popular distributions. Table 1 compares
Tsallis and hybrid entropy for several popular distributions. These include distributions with the finite support, the
positive real support and the real support. Re´nyi entropy can be easily deduced from Tsallis by relation (14). Moreover,
in Appendix, we also derive a hybrid entropy for ε-skew exponential power distribution [39], which is a special class
of bimodal distributions, recently introduced by C¸ankaya et al [40]. This class of distribution finds its place in the
mathematical and physical problems, especially in statistical estimation. We can immediately recognize different
dependence on parameter q for Tsallis and hybrid entropy. Naturally, the functional dependence is also different,
including more advanced classes of special functions, including Harmonic numbers, digamma function, etc. This is
caused the fact that the hybrid entropy is conceptually different from Tsallis, which becomes even more evident in the
next section, when the hybrid divergence is defined.
4. Hybrid divergence and Fisher metric
Divergence, or relative entropy defines a relative distance of distribution P from the underlying distribution P0 [41,
42]. While entropy is expressed as a functional of the probability density function p = dPdµ on a measurable space with
measure µ, divergence is a functional of Radon-Nikodym derivative dPdP0 on a space with measure P0. Therefore, hybrid
divergence can be defined straightforwardly as
Dq(P||P0) = Dq
(
dP
dP0
)
P0
= lnq exp
(
−
∫
ρq
(
dP
dP0
)
ln
(
dP
dP0
)
dP0
)
(35)
7
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where ρq
(
dP
dP0
)
is the relative escort distribution
ρq
(
dP
dP0
)
=
(
dP
dP0
)q
∫ (
dP
dP0
)q
dP0
. (36)
If there exist probability density functions p, resp. p0, it is possible to rewrite the hybrid divergence as
Dq(p||p0) = lnq exp
−
∫
pq p1−q0 ln
( p
p0
)
dµ∫
pq p1−q0 dµ
 (37)
Naturally, the hybrid divergence is well defined for q ≥ 12 , while for q < 12 it is not always positive for p , p0.
Let us focus on a well-known connection between the entropies and the Riemann geometry on space of parametric
probability distributions given by Fisher metric [43]. Let us consider a parametric family of distributions defined by
parametric manifold Iθ ⊂ Rn:
Fθ = {p(x; θ)| x ∈ M, θ ∈ Iθ} . (38)
We define a pseudo-distance measure by symmetrization of hybrid divergence
dq(p1, p2) =
Dq(p||p0) +Dq(p0||p)
2
. (39)
It is necessary to mention that dq(p1, p2) is not a proper distance measure, because it does not obey the triangle
inequality. Nevertheless, for very close distributions it defines a metric tensor, because for p1(x) = p(x, θ) and
p2(x) = p(x, θ + dθ) we get that dq(p(θ), p(φ)) ≡ dq(θ, φ) is equal to
dq(θ, θ + dθ) = 12!
∑
i, j
[
∂2dq(θ, φ)
∂θi∂θ j
]
θ=φ
dθidθ j + O(θ3)
=
1
2!
∑
i, j
gqi j(θ)dθidθ j + O(θ3) . (40)
Note that the absolute term vanishes, because dq(θ, θ) = 0 and linear term vanishes, because dq(θ, φ) is minimal for
θ = φ. The metric tensor is, for q = 1, i.e., for Kullback-Leibler divergence, equal to g1i j = −Fi j(θ), where Fi j is the
Fisher information matrix
Fi j(θ) = E
[
∂ ln p(x, θ)
∂θi
∂ ln p(x, θ)
∂θ j
]
=
∫
1
p(x, θ)
∂p(x, θ)
∂θi
∂p(x, θ)
∂θ j
dx. (41)
After a straightforward calculation, we get that for hybrid divergence is the metric tensor equal to
gqi j(θ) = (1 − 2q) Fi j(θ) = (2q − 1) g1i j(θ) . (42)
It is necessary to note a few comments here. First, for q = 12 is the metric identically equal to zero. This is caused
by the fact the second derivative of D 1
2
is equal to zero for p = { 1
n
, . . . , 1
n
}. Thus, it is impossible to recognize two
very close distributions from each other when D 1
2
is used. Second, the metric is different from Re´nyi, Tsallis and
Sharma-Mittal metric of order q, because all are equal to qg1i j(θ) [44, 45]. The factor (2q− 1) is characteristic quantity
for the whole hybrid entropy, obtained by combination of q-non-extensivity and q-escort averaging. Consequently, in
the regime of close distributions, it is possible to relate the hybrid entropy parameter qD with Re´nyi entropy parameter
qR, resp. Tsallis entropy parameter qS as
qR = qS = 2qD − 1 ⇒ qD = qR + 12 =
qS + 1
2
. (43)
These conclusions motivate us to slightly modify the class of hybrid in order to obtain an average between Tsallis and
Re´nyi entropy.
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5. Average hybrid entropy
Results of the last section motivate us to introduce a slightly different class of entropies, which would correspond
to an average between Re´nyi and Tsallis entropy, whereas hybrid entropy itself rather corresponds to combination of
non-extensivity and escort averaging. Following Eq. (43), we introduce average hybrid entropy as
Aq(p) = D q+1
2
(p) . (44)
This entropy has many interesting properties. First, it is properly defined for q > 0, similarly to Tsallis and Re´nyi.
Moreover its Fisher metric is now the same as in the case of Re´nyi and Tsallis. Naturally, for q → 1, it boils down to
Shannon entropy. Average hybrid entropy is concave for q ≤ 1, while for q > 1 is only Schur-concave (similarly to
Re´nyi entropy).
Actually, the factor q+12 plays a special role in q-deformed calculus. One can easily see that
x ⊕ q+1
2
y = x + y +
(
1 − q + 1
2
)
xy = x + y +
1 − q
2
xy = 2
(
x
2
⊕q y2
)
. (45)
This means that the non-extensivity of average entropy can be expressed through non-extensivity of order q, but for
rescaled quantities. Let us note that the non-extensivity parameter q+12 is actually an average between Tsallis non-
extensivity parameter q and Re´nyi (non)-extensivity parameter 1. Additionally, deformed logarithm appearing in the
Kolmogorov-Nagumo function can be for average hybrid entropy expressed as
ln q+1
2
(x) = x
1−(q+1)/2 − 1
1 − q+12
= 2 x
1−q
2 − 1
1 − q = 2 lnq(
√
x) . (46)
The deformed logarithm plays also role in the expression for maximal entropy. It is possible to show that
lnq n ≥ ln q+1
2
n ≥ ln n for q ≤ 1, lnq n ≤ ln q+1
2
n ≤ ln n for q ≥ 1 . (47)
As a consequence, maximum of average hybrid is always between maxima of Tsallis and Re´nyi entropy and can be
considered as their average.
6. Conclusions
Hybrid entropy represents an conceptual overlap between Tsallis entropy and Re´nyi entropy. Naturally, it shares
many properties of both entropies: non-extensivity of Tsallis entropy and related upper bound, Shur-concavity, which
appears at Re´nyi entropy and much more. On the other hand, some properties are conceptually different, starting
from accessible values of q (q ≥ 1/2), going through functional form of MaxEnt distribution, which can be expressed
in terms of Lambert function (for Tsallis and Re´nyi we obtain well-known q-deformed Gaussian distributions), and
finally completely different properties of continuous hybrid entropy and hybrid divergence. The latter enables to estab-
lish connection to Fisher metric, which plays an important role in description of parametric probability distributions.
Fisher metric obtained from hybrid divergence is conceptually different from Re´nyi, Tsallis and Sharma-Mittal Fisher
metric. As a result, we can identify the relation between hybrid entropy parameter qD and Tsallis/Re´nyi entropy
parameter qS, resp. qR. As a result, it is possible to define the average hybrid entropy, which main properties can be
interpreted as an average between Tsallis entropy and Re´nyi entropy. All these results point to potential usefulness
of (average) hybrid entropy in mathematical, physical or statistical applications. For a given entropy, it is possible to
find a so-called Crame´r-Rao bound [45], which connects the score function of a parametric distribution with inverse
Fisher information obtained by the prescribed entropy functional. By utilization of hybrid entropy one can obtain a
more precise bound for the estimations of model parameters. These possible applications are a subject of ongoing
research.
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Appendix A. Continuous hybrid entropy for ε-skew exponential power distribution
In this appendix, we calculate the hybrid entropy for recently introduced ε-skew exponential power distribution
(ESEP). The distribution was originally introduced in [39, 40] as
p(x; µ, σ, α, β, η, ε) = αβ
2ση1/αΓ( 1
αβ
)exp{−
|x − µ|αβ
ηβ(σ(1 − sign(x − µ)ε))αβ }, x ∈ R (A.1)
where α, β, η, σ > 0, µ ∈ R and ε ∈ [−1, 1]. Parameters µ and σ are location and scale parameters, respectively.
Parameters α and β are shape parameters that control the shape of peakedness. Parameter η is a parameter describing
the underlying kernel of normal or Laplace distribution. It can also be considered as a scale variant parameter. For
α = 2, β = 1 and η = 2, we get the ε-skew form for the normal distribution proposed by [46]. ESEP is considered
not only as a generalized version of normal distribution and its ε-skew form but also it is a class of the exponential
power distributions. Since there are parameters that control the shape of density, it is likely to find more applications
in statistics.
Let us have ε-skew exponential power distribution. In order to calculate hybrid entropy of ESEP distribution, we
need to express following integrals:
IES EPN =
∫ ∞
−∞
p(x;α, β, η, ε)q ln[p(x;α, β, η, ε)]dx
=
2η(1/α)(1−q)σ1−q(αβ)q−1Γ( 1
αβq )log(c)
q[2Γ( 1
αβ
)]q
−
[ (αβ)q−1ηβ+1/α(1−q)σαβ+1−q
q[2Γ( 1
αβ
)]q Γ(
1
q
+
1
αβq
)
][
(1 + ε)αβ+1 + (1 − ε)αβ+1
]
where c is the normalizing constant, c = αβ2ση1/αΓ( 1
αβ
) . Similarly,
IES EPD =
∫ ∞
−∞
p(x;α, β, η, ε)qdx =
[
2ση1/α(αβ)−1
]1−q
Γq( 1
αβ
)q Γ(
1
αβq
).
Finally, the hybrid entropy of ESEP distribution can be expressed with help of IES EPN and IES EPD as
Dq = lnq exp
(
− IES EPN
IES EPD
)
= lnq
c exp

(ησ)βσαΓ( 1q (1 + 1αβ ))[(1 + ε)αβ+1 + (1 − ε)αβ+1]
2Γ( 1
αβq )

 (A.2)
Hybrid entropy depends on all parameters in the ε−skew exponential power distribution, except the location
parameter, which is similar to other distributions, see e.g. [47].
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